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Environment and Climate Change Canada has been working at the Coats 

Island seabird research station since CWS personnel began seabird 

research and monitoring there in the early 1980s. The research station 

was built in 1988, with additions added over time. Under the Arctic 

Research Infrastructure Fund (ARIF), administered through Aboriginal 

Affairs and Northern Development (AANDC), the site received some non-

structural upgrades in 2010 and 2011. Since then, the buildings have 

deteriorated significantly. In addition, the frequency of polar bear visits to 

the camp has increased, so measures were required to reduce 

interactions between bears and researchers at this site. Through 

Environment and Climate Change Canada Arctic infrastructure funding 

(AIP2), we were able to secure funding to build a new sleeping cabin and 

a new kitchen cabin near the original camp site, install an electric bear 

fence around the camp perimeter, as well as build a new cabin by the 

landing strip. 

Site Description and Access 

Coats Island is a 5,500ha island in northern Hudson Bay. The Coats Island Thick Billed Murre research 

site is located at Cape Pembroke, on a 120m high headland on the north coast of the island. The murres 

nest above the sea on the cliffs on the eastern side of the point. The site is typically reached by a Twin 

Otter airplane that departs from Iqaluit, with a fuel stop in Coral Harbour or Cape Dorset. The Twin Otter 

lands on a sand and gravel beach to the west of the point. The field team then walks with their gear 

some 500m along the beach and then climbs the steep hill to the study site. This takes about 30 to 45 

minutes depending on the load and the weather. 

This beach on Coats Island is used as the landing strip for the Twin Otter. The research station is on the headland 
in the left of the picture. 

This aging building on Coats 
Island has housed researchers 
since 1988. 
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Project Logistics and Execution  
Preparation for construction began one year in advance with all building materials and tools being 

assembled in Ottawa. These were trucked to Valleyfield, Quebec, and then shipped by sealift to Coral 

Harbour, Nunavut. Initially, it was planned that  three team members 

would travel through Iqaluit, purchase food, and then fly to Coats 

Island on August 2nd by Twin Otter. Two additional people would travel 

from Winnipeg on August 1st on a scheduled commercial flight to Coral 

Harbour to facilitate the shuttle of multiple Twin Otter loads to Coats 

Island. They, along with two local carpenters, would take the last Twin 

Otter flight out to Coats Island to join the three team members at the 

site.  

As is virtually always the case when working in Nunavut, the weather 

was not cooperative. The group from Iqaluit could not proceed beyond 

Coral Harbour for five days and the two people travelling through 

Winnipeg were five days in transit with delays in Winnipeg and Rankin 

Inlet. The team was required to work with the pilots to plan and adapt 

daily in order to make progress. To make use of the weather delay, the 

team pre-cut a substantial amount of lumber in Coral Harbour which 

ultimately sped up construction at the field site. 

The weather improved on August 6th and by August 7th 22,000 pounds 

of freight and a crew of seven had arrived on Coats. This operation required 10 Twin Otter flights. 

Midway through the building phase another Twin Otter transported a fencing contractor to the site and 

removed used fuel barrels.  

It was very fortunate that Josiah Nakoolak of Coral Harbour was part of the team. Josiah contributed his 

wealth of knowledge accumulated during approximately 20 seasons spent at the study site and during 

the time he spent with his family camping on Coats Island. 

  

Pre-cutting rafters at the airport 
in Coral Harbour to make the 
completion of the cabins on site 
possible despite weather delays. 

Making use of the first good weather window: loading the Twin Otter bound for Coats Island. 
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The 206L helicopter, used to sling materials to the cliff top, was delayed by weather for an additional 

four days. Before the arrival of the helicopter, all materials required to set up camp and begin building 

were therefore carried the 500m from the landing strip to the base of the hill and then pulled by hand 

up the steep cable system used to move gear to camp. The cable system is extremely helpful but the 

work was heavy and time consuming. The team used these days to choose and prepare building sites for 

the small cabin by the landing strip and for the two cabins on top of the cliff.  Josiah Nakoolak provided 

information about prevailing and storm wind directions (to allow for the best placement of doors). He 

also identified areas that tend to collect water in the spring or after heavy rains and are, therefore, not 

suitable for buildings. The floors for the sleeping and kitchen cabins on the hill top were levelled and 

partially constructed. The cabin on the beach by the landing strip was largely completed before the 

arrival of the helicopter.  

In August 11th, the helicopter finally arrived and the team was able to sling nearly 20,000lbs of freight to 

the cliff top building site in 20 trips. Over the next 7 days the cabins were completed and bunks, desks, 

kitchen counters and shelving were constructed to meet the needs of future field teams. 

On August 13th the team was joined by Jeff 

Marley of Margo Supplies. Jeff installed an 

electrified bear fence around the two new 

cabins. The fence has two gates: one oriented 

toward the cliff study site and one toward the 

path to the cable system and the landing strip 

on the beach. The fence is powered by a solar 

panel and can be easily turned on and off as 

needed. More details can be found in the 

Coats Island Electric Fence report and manual. 

The team overcame considerable challenges to 

complete the project within the allotted time. 

Two people at the top of the slope haul gear up to the research station using the cable system (left). Building the 
floors of the two main cabins (centre). Building the beach cabin by the landing strip (right).  

Slinging material to the building site beside the old cabin. 
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Two weeks were required just to get all of the materials and people in place while most of the actual 

construction happened over the course of nine days. In addition, the cabin construction team was 

frequently reduced to four people while the other three escorted polar bears away from the site. It is 

estimated that somewhere between 60 and 80 person hours were consumed by bear management. 

Some of the building was done in high winds and cold, driving rain. Autumn weather delayed the 

departure of the last four team members from Coats Island for an additional five days. In the end, the 

team was extremely happy to have been able to complete the three structures. 

The Three Cabins and Their Function 
The cabin designs and their building locations were determined by drawing on the experience of many 

individuals who have built and lived in similar cabins at eight other Environment and Climate Change 

Canada research sites across the Arctic. 

A 12x12ft cabin is located by the beach, just 

50m inland of the east end of the landing 

strip. It has a desk and bunks for four people, 

although it could sleep six people. This cabin 

serves two vital functions. The location by the 

landing strip allows an arriving team to store 

food and all other gear out of the weather 

and securely out of the reach of polar bears. 

The team can then move gear and supplies up 

to the main camp, a process which can take 

several days. The cabin also serves as a 

staging area for departure. The main camp 

can be shut down and boarded up for winter 

and the departing crew and their gear can 

safely await the arrival of the Twin Otter 

down by the landing strip. The beach cabin 

has already fulfilled this role in 2016. It 

housed four members of the construction 

crew for five days while they waited for the 

weather to improve enough to allow for a 

Twin Otter to land. 

The other two cabins are at the main cliff-top 

study site and are within the electrified bear 

fence. The kitchen cabin is 12x16ft and has 

plywood counters and kitchen shelving, ample 

pantry shelving, a propane stove and oven 

and a dining table and chairs. The sleeping 

The beach cabin by the landing strip housed the team for five 
days until the fog lifted making departure possible (top). The 
completed sleeping/office and kitchen cabin within the 
electrified bear fence compound (bottom). 
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cabin is 12x24ft and includes an 8x12ft porch area for a solar freezer, gear storage, and to hang wet 

work clothing outside the sleeping area. There are bunks for eight people and a large desk providing 

office space. There is room for additional shelving and work surfaces to be constructed to serve the 

specific needs of research teams. 

The cabins are uninsulated but can be heated rapidly with the portable kerosene heaters provided. All 

windows have screens and can be opened to provide mosquito-free ventilation. All cabins have smoke 

and carbon monoxide detectors, fire extinguishers, and multiple exits. There is an emergency fuel spill 

response kit at each site.  

There is a portable weather station at both the cliff and beach cabins that are to be erected on arrival 

and stowed away at the end of each season. These weather stations allow for accurate weather 

reporting to aircraft and logistics coordinators. 

Future Work Required at the Site 
In order to make the camp as functional and durable as possible several tasks will need to be addressed 

in the summer of 2017. 

 The solar electric system presently in the old original sleeping cabin will need to be removed and 

installed in the new sleeping/office cabin. The battery bank could be housed in the porch. 

 The original sleeping cabin has deteriorated to the point that it will need to be demolished and 

removed from the site. 

 A decision will need to be made about whether and how to move the composting toilet into the 

fenced compound. 

 Low expansion foam must be properly applied around all the windows and doors of the new 

structures. This will prevent any leakage caused by driving rain, of which there is plenty at this 

cliff-top site. 

 When the roofing was installed on the cabin at the airstrip, some of the roofing nails did not fall 

on rafters. This will allow some water to seep through the nail holes during sustained rainfall. A 

second layer of roofing (already at the site) should be installed over top, and roofing nails should 

be positioned to fall on rafters. 

 Weather only permitted for a single coat of stain to be applied to the three structures. A second 

coat of stain should be applied as soon as possible to protect the plywood. There is ample stain 

stored in the Environment and Climate Change Canada warehouse in Iqaluit. 

 When the camp is opened in 2017, all structures should be examined for any sign of water 

seepage in the soffits or elsewhere. If found, additional caulking should be applied on interior 

seams at these sites. Particular attention should be paid to the window above the stove in the 

kitchen cabin where leaking was detected in 2016. 

 The two heavy duty pulleys at the tops of the cable systems through which the 12mm hauling 

rope runs are worn out and need to be replaced with two single block marine pulleys with a load 

capacity of 500kg. 
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 The Twin Otter pilots have requested that a windsock be installed at the beach landing strip to 

improve safety. The windsock should be positioned on a pole, mid-strip, and approximately 70m 

up slope. 

Thank you to the field crew:

 
This project relied on the assistance and support of many people. 

François Fournier and Amie Black – project administration and reporting 

Jake Russell-Mercier and Rob Kelly – logistics and planning 

Rob Kelly, Nik Clyde, Josiah Nakoolak, Cam Clayton, Jupie Angootealuk, Sam Richard – field carpenters 

WRD Eastern Arctic Wildlife Technician team – logistics and field support 

WLSD Administrative team and ECCC Procurement team – contracting support 

Coats Island alumni – planning discussions and site expertise 

Aiviit Hunters and Trappers Association – Coral Harbour carpenters 

Jeff Marley, Margo Supplies – expert wildlife fencing construction and field work 

Kenn Borek Air – expert Twin Otter pilots (Jason and Jeff) 

Universal Helicopters – expert helicopter pilot (Kyle) 

Polar Continental Shelf Program – field logistics support 

ECCC Arctic Infrastructure Project 2 (AIP-2) – funding 

 

 

 

 

Cam Jupie Josiah Amie 

Sam  Nik Rob Jeff 


